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Abstract: In orthopaedic oncology, surgical planning and intraoperative execution errors may result in
positive tumor resection margins that increase the risk of local recurrence and adversely affect patients’
survival. Computer navigation and 3D-printed resection guides have been reported to address surgical inaccuracy by replicating the
surgical plans in complex cases. However, limitations include surgeons’ attention shift from the operative field to view the navigation
monitor and expensive navigation facilities in computer navigation surgery. Practical concerns are lacking real-time visual feedback of
preoperative images and the lead-time in manufacturing 3D-printed objects. Mixed Reality (MR) is a technology of merging real and
virtual worlds to produce new environments with enhanced visualizations, where physical and digital objects coexist and allow users
to interact with both in real-time. The unique MR features of enhanced medical images visualization and interaction with holograms
allow surgeons real-time and on-demand medical information and remote assistance in their immediate working environment. Early
application of MR technology has been reported in surgical procedures. Its role is unclear in orthopaedic oncology. This review aims to
provide orthopaedic tumor surgeons with up-to-date knowledge of the emerging MR technology. The paper presents its essential
features and clinical workflow, reviews the current literature and potential clinical applications, and discusses the limitations and future
development in orthopaedic oncology. The emerging MR technology adds a new dimension to digital assistive tools with a more
accessible and less costly alternative in orthopaedic oncology. The MR head-mounted display and hand-free control may achieve
clinical point-of-care inside or outside the operating room and improve service efficiency and patient safety. However, lacking an
accurate hologram-to-patient matching, an MR platform dedicated to orthopaedic oncology, and clinical results may hinder its wide
adoption. Industry-academic partnerships are essential to advance the technology with its clinical role determined through future
clinical studies.
Keywords: mixed reality, augmented reality, virtual reality, cinematic rendering, orthopaedic oncology

Introduction
In orthopaedic oncology, surgical planning for a tumor-free resection of a bone tumour and reconstruction of the skeletal
defect requires a detailed analysis of preoperative images. Before contemplating bone tumor surgery, Computer Tomography
(CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans are essential preoperative imaging studies. CT images provide the bony
details, while MRI better indicates the extent of tumor involvement. Tumor surgeons have to mentally integrate all the
preoperative two-dimensional (2D) imaging and formulate a three-dimensional (3D) plan for tumour resection with
a negative margin along the desired plane. Also, surgical planning and intraoperative execution errors may result in positive
tumor resection margins that increase the risk of local recurrence1–3 and thus adversely affect patients’ survival.

Translating the surgical planning to the actual surgical fields is challenging, particularly when the case is at
complex anatomical regions such as the pelvis, sacrum, and spine, or when technically demanding resections such as
joint-preserving resection or multi-planar resection are contemplated. Computer assistive tools like computer
navigation4–11 and 3D-printed surgical resection guides12–16 have been reported to address the surgical inaccuracy
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by replicating the surgical plans. By reducing the number of positive-margin resections and increasing the accuracy of
implant placement, navigation-assisted surgery was shown to improve the survival or implant alignment in patients
with pelvic bone sarcoma.17,18 Criticisms about the navigation technology affect its adoption in clinical routine. They
include the intrinsic incompatibility between the 2D image of computer-generated content and the 3D representation
of the real physical world; the technology only works without line-of-sight interruption between navigation trackers
and navigation camera;19 surgeons shift their attention and are distracted from the surgical fields when viewing the
external navigation display;20 expensive navigation facilities;21 steep learning curve with the complicated surgical
workflow.22 On the other hand, 3D-printed patient-specific guides have been described as a more intuitive and simpler
instrument in providing equivalent surgical accuracy with less bone resection time.23,24 However, lacking real-time
visual feedback of preoperative images and the lead-time in manufacturing 3D-printed objects are practical
concerns.25 Therefore, both technology is not routinely utilized in simple bone resections but are limited to more
difficult bone tumor surgery that involves complex anatomic sites or more technically demanding resections.21,26

Mixed Reality (MR) is a new technology of merging real and virtual worlds to produce new environments with
enhanced visualizations, where physical and digital objects coexist and allow users to interact with both in real-time.
Digital medical information, such as images with processed 3D models, surgical planning, or relevant patients data,
can be superimposed and visualized in users’ immediate physical environment. In the operating rooms, real-time
digital data is available in surgeons’ lines of sight to remain focused on their tasks in the surgical field. Combining
modern computing power and advanced imaging modalities may provide a disruptive technology to improve patients’
care in surgical disciplines. As the MR technology is less costly and easier available with less lead-time when
compared with the existing assistive tools (computer navigation or 3D-printed guides), it shows great promise to be
more readily utilized in bone tumor surgery that requires image and 3D model visualization. Early application of MR
technology has been reported in neurosurgical, oral maxillofacial, and orthopaedic procedures. Its role is unclear in
orthopaedic oncology. As the MR technology grows and continues to evolve, orthopaedic oncology surgeons should
embrace the latest knowledge of the emerging technology for possible clinical benefits to tumor patients. This review
aims to provide orthopaedic tumor surgeons with up-to-date knowledge of the emerging MR technology. The paper 1)
presents the background, application features, and clinical workflow in using MR technology, 2) reviews the current
literature and potential clinical applications with case illustrations, 3) discusses the challenges and limitations, and 4)
suggests the directions for future development in orthopaedic oncology.

Basic Principles of Mixed Reality Technology
Extended Reality (XR) technology refers to any situation in which real life is augmented by computer technology. It
encompasses a set of reality-creating technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed
Reality (MR) (Figure 1A and B). It offers users an immersive and engaging experience in their real physical environment
through the integration or manipulation of computer-generated digital content. In VR, users fully immerse in a simulated
digital environment and are isolated from the physical world. In AR, virtual digital information is added to and
superimposed on the physical world to enhance users’ experience. MR, first defined in 1994 by Paul Milgram and
Fumio Kishino,27 refers to merging real and virtual worlds to produce hybrid new environments and visualizations.
Virtual and real objects coexist, and users can interact with both in real time.

Instead of viewing digital medical information on a 2D computer display, surgeons can use MR technology to visualize
virtual digital contents via Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) in holograms that overlay their immediate physical environ-
ment. The surgeon wears the HMD that transmits digital information directly to the surgeon’s retina (Figure 2A–C).
Holograms are virtual 3D objects generated by the interference of light beams that reflect real physical objects. Holograms
preserve the depth and parallax perception of the original objects that are absent when viewing the same 3D objects on a 2D
computer display. Instead of relying on printouts or computer stations to access medical information, users perceived
patients’ data as virtual holograms like real objects in the physical world. The intuitive interaction of holographic medical
data via the MR HMD facilitates the clinical point-of-care during patients’ assessment and communication. It allows
surgeons to stay focused on the surgical field without distraction and constantly shift their visual focus to the imaging
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monitor.28–31 Surgeons can operate with improved ergonomics compared to the existing computer-assisted navigation
procedures.

Holographic contents can be patients’ data like text documents, clinical photos, videos, 2D medical images, 3D models
generated by image processing, virtual surgical planning, or orthopaedic implants in CAD format. Users can interact with
the holograms by a pair of motion controllers or hand gestures, voice commands, or eye gaze (Figure 3A and B, Video S1).
Holograms can be enlarged, rotated, or moved to suitable physical spaces to facilitate access to medical information while
surgeons perform their tasks. One distinct advantage of MR technology is that the holograms and the primary surgeon’s
field of view (FoV) can be real-time shared with other users wearing MR HMDs or computer users via the internet.32

Multiple users can work together more efficiently if they view and directly interact with the same holographic information.
In complex orthopaedic oncology surgery, surgeons may call up and get advice from seniors or experts in remote

locations. The point-of-view live video feed of the operating field provides more and better information than the audio
description by the surgeons who traditionally communicate by phone (Figure 4). On the other hand, remote users can
bring critical information into the surgeons’ line of sight via an MR HMD for immediate reference, including images,
implants operative details, 3D models, or other helpful information. In contrast, surgeons can free up their hands to
perform surgery. Therefore, the MR technology may provide on-demand critical information for intraoperative reference
and interactive, intuitive remote assistance or discussion. The real-time immersive discussion and sharing of holographic
2D/3D medical information in MR technology may create a new dimension for telemedicine. It is in stark contrast to the
traditional telemedicine systems that require separate modules for image processing, audio transmission, and video
capture.33 It potentially connects and collaborates with healthcare providers worldwide. Therefore, surgeons may have
the ability to go beyond the confines of the computer screen and the real surgical environment for remote connection. It
may contribute to an essential element for the future development of the Metaverse in the orthopaedic community,
a computer-generated 3D digital world in which surgeons can virtually interact with other people and objects.
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Figure 1 (A) shows the spectrum of Extended Reality (XR) that consists of Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR). (B) In AR and MR,
Computer-generated virtual contents are projected to the users’ retina via a transparent screen with a half-silvered mirror enabling a free, unhindered view of the real scene.
Therefore, users can concurrently view the real objects and the virtual information overlaid in the immediate physical environment. However, MR allows users to interact
with virtual content by hand gestures (*) but not in AR. In VR, virtual contents are projected to the users’ retina via an opaque screen, and a hand-held controller (**) is used
to interact with virtual contents. Therefore, users are completely immersed in the virtual environment.
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Clinical Workflow of Mixed Reality Technology
CT and MRI are complementary preoperative images for planning complex orthopaedic bone tumor resection and
reconstruction.34 In conventional orthopaedic tumor surgery, surgeons mentally integrate all preoperative 2D images,
formulate a 3D surgical plan and then translate the mental surgical plan in the operating room. Like computer-assisted
tumor surgery (CATS)21 and 3D printing-assisted surgical procedures,26 mixed reality technology shares the same initial
clinical workflow of patient-specific surgical planning that includes image acquisition and image processing to create
digital 3D models (Figure 5).

High-quality digital medical images are first acquired. A digital medical image is a 2D array of pixels. Modern
multirow detector computer tomography (MDCT) and MRI provide accurate image data with high resolution. All
acquired medical images are saved in Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM), a standard data
format to store, exchange, and transmit medical images. As bone has a high contrast signal in CT images and MDCT can
produce axial images with a thin slice thickness of less than 1mm, CT images are ideal for image processing in 3D
orthopaedic applications.35 MRI better delineates the soft tissue anatomy like skeletal muscle, neural structures, and
medullary or extraosseous extension in orthopaedic bone tumors. However, thin MRI slices are not routinely performed
as patients’ movement artifacts compromise the image quality during the long image acquisition time.34 Therefore, 3D
image processing is based mainly on CT images with MRI supplementing the soft tissue information.

C

A B

Figure 2 (A) shows the MR headset with a transparent near-eye-display, HoloLens 2 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). The Head-Mounted Display (HMD) has
eye-tracking and hand tracking technology, with two cameras (white arrow) per eye. Eye-tracking is a technology that tracks the area the user is focusing on. The gaze can
work as an input device like the mouse in a computer. Therefore, the technology allows interaction with holograms via gaze and hand gestures, and the user’s hands can still
focus on the task. The HMD also includes an RGB camera (white arrowhead) for user-facing photo capabilities, like taking pictures and video, and live-streaming video of
users’ point of view for remote assistance. (B) The author wears HoloLens 2 during the preoperative clinical assessment of a patient with the right calcaneal
chondrosarcoma. The holographic contents are overlaid at the surgeon’s immediate real environment and are visualized from the surgeon’s point of view (red arrow).
(C) depicts the User Interface of the authors’ developed MR platform. The MR HMD provides real-time, on-demand holographic medical information (CT/ MRI medical
images in DICOM/PDF format or 3D bone model) at the clinical point of care while the surgeon can examine the patients with their hands. The system avoids the need for
attention shift and eliminates line-of-site disruption, as in computer navigation surgery.
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Computer-aided Design (CAD) software is used for virtual surgical planning (VSP) in patient-specific orthopaedic
applications.26 VSP defines surgical problems in 3D and creates a surgical plan that can be precisely replicated in the
operating room. DICOM images are reformatted to generate multi-planar images with axial, coronal, and sagittal views
for better spatial image interpretation. CT is co-registered with MRI if necessary to provide additional soft tissue
information. Image segmentation is performed semi-automatically to generate 3D models from the regions of interest
in the image data. Tumor extent is mapped on CT or MRI. The geometry of the 3D model is transformed into a series of
smaller components, triangles or polygons, the number of which directly correlates with the model resolution.36

Complicated 3D models of any shape are thus created out of the polygons from 2D digital medical images. The

A B

Figure 3 (A) shows the 3D-printed physical model (red arrow) and holographic virtual model in a patient with a pelvic giant cell tumor of bone. When viewing holograms,
surgeons use hand gestures or voice commands to call up information instead of touching a keyboard or mouse to keep their hands free for the clinical tasks. Although the
3D-printed physical model gives tactile feedback, the surgeon needs to hold it by hand and without image feedback. Users can also analyze different sections of holographic
bone models by enlarging, moving, and rotating the holographic contents by hand gestures. (B) shows the coronal view of the holographic CT bone model in a patient with
a giant cell tumor involving the left femoral head and neck. The surgeon can view the different slices of the virtual model’s coronal, sagittal, and axial views by controlling the
virtual buttons (red arrows). Video S1.

Figure 4 Depicts the conceptual design of the proposed function of remote assistance (red arrow) in the User Interface of the authors’ developed MR platform for a patient
with left scapular osteosarcoma undergoing tumor resection with the assistance of a 3D-printed cutting guide. The remote surgeon/expert can view the same holographic
contents and indirectly the operative field via the RGB camera of the surgeon’s MR Head-Mounted Display (HMD). The remote surgeon can text, annotate the operative
photos, or bring critical medical information. Therefore, the function facilitates instant, intuitive visual and audio communication for timely operative decisions or support in
contrast to traditional communication.
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polygons-based CAD models are easier to render and visualize. The CAD models can be edited for surgical simulation,
biomechanical analysis, implant, or cutting guide design. They need to be optimized using 3D computer graphics
software before creating the holographic applications in a 3D engine.

A 3D engine, also called a game engine, is a technology used for virtual computer simulations and to create
the User Interface (UI) of the holographic contents. With the rendering component of the 3D engine that
calculates the visual appearance of a scene, computer graphics convert CAD models into 2D images with 3D
photorealistic, or as close to reality, effects. This conversion to the Cinematic-Rendered (CR) model is based on
random sampling computational algorithms. They use different lightmaps to simulate the actual way that light
works to generate a photorealistic depiction of 3D models (Figure 6A–D, Video S2).37 The interaction of the CR
models, 2D DICOM images, and patients’ information documents is made by a physics component of the 3D
engine. The 3D rendering of the holographic contents is currently performed offline as a pre-rendering process.
The 3D engine integrates holograms’ 3D rendering and interactive features before it generates a patient-specific
holographic application. It is loaded and run onto the software platform of MR HMDs. The optical see-through
HMDs allow surgeons concurrently view the real scene and digital medical contents as holograms with interac-
tion. Optical see-through HMDs were available commercially after 2014 and were reported for potential AR-
assisted orthopaedic surgery.38,39 Google Glass (Alphabet Inc., Mountain View, CA, US) was described in AR-
assisted pedicle screws insertion.31 The device aroused much attention in 2014, but interest decreased from 2015
to 2017 due to reducing support from Google.39 Moverio BT-200 (Seiko Epson Corp., Nagano, Japan) was
released in 2014, and Moverio BT-300, an upgraded version in 2016.39 The HMDs were used to assist free fibular
graft harvesting40 and percutaneous endoscopic lumbar discectomy.41 nVisor ST 600 (NVIS Inc., Reston, VA,
USA) was investigated for sacroiliac joint screw insertion.42 The two most commonly used MR HMDs are
HoloLens 2 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, US) and Magic Leap One (Magic Leap Inc., Plantation,
Florida, US) for surgical applications (Table 1). The two commercially available MR HMDs are low-end
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Figure 5 Summarizes the proposed clinical workflow of creating mixed reality applications from medical image acquisition to holographic applications in Orthopaedic
Oncology.
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computing devices; they do not support real-time renderings of holographic display contents with very low real-
time latency response, most common in video games or interactive graphics.

Literature Review and Potential Applications in Orthopaedic Oncology
Clinical studies of using XR technology, either AR or MR, are limited in surgical applications. XR technology has been
reported to directly visualize patients’ internal anatomy with overlaid virtual models and real-time position the operative
steps during neurosurgical procedures, like skull base surgery,43,44 cerebral aneurysm,45 or vascular malformation
surgery46 and guiding ventricular drain insertion.47 The technology has also been applied to oral and maxillofacial
surgeries.48 It may help localize the vital nerve structures49 or improve surgical planning and execution in complex facial
transplantation.50 A case report of MR-guided liver cancer resection showed that the holographic models provided real-
time reference of the critical surgical anatomy and facilitated complex liver tumor resection.51

Reports on XR technology, either AR or MR, using HMDs in orthopaedic surgery are rare as orthopaedic surgeons
are still in the early phase of realizing the technology and exploiting its potential. The currently available preclinical
studies, case reports, or small case series mainly investigated the feasibility of pedicle screw insertion in spine
surgery,31,52–55 guide wires insertion in fracture fixation42,56–58 or placement of implant component in hip
resurfacing59 and reverse shoulder arthroplasty.32,60 Table 2 summarizes the literature on XR-technology using HMDs
in orthopaedic surgical applications. Early evidence suggested that XR-guided pedicle screw insertion was technically
feasible in the thoracolumbar spine with acceptable surgical accuracy, similar to the navigation guidance.53,54 It
potentially reduces operative time by eliminating attention shifts so that surgeons remain focused on the surgical
field.31,54 To date, only one AR spinal navigation platform has been approved for pedicle screw insertion by the
United States Food and Drug Administration.54 Studies on XR-guided fracture fixation or arthroplasty remain

B

A C

D

Figure 6 Shows the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models (A and B) and the Cinematic-Rendered (CR) models (C and D) of a man with the left pelvic giant cell tumor
and a lady with the left scapular osteosarcoma, respectively. Computer graphics software generates the CR models according to data dictating the image’s color, material,
and texture. It also determines the appropriate light source to simulate the natural way that light works on the polygon-based CAD models. As a result, the CR models give
a more photorealistic representation of the 3D CAD models and better identify the pathological anatomy of bone tumors. Before creating the holographic application in the
3D engine, the CR models need optimization by software, like reducing polygon face number and refining the polygons’ quality for better visualization performance in the
MR Head-Mounted Display (HMD) with low-end computing processing power. Video S2.
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preliminary. One distinct advantage is that the technology enabled surgeons real-time access to patient’s data and online
discussion with remote colleagues via an MR HMD while surgeons’ hands could stay sterile during the operation.32

Only one tumor case has been reported using MR technology to guide bone resection.61 An en-bloc spondylectomy of
L1 chordoma was performed using osteotomes under the guidance of holographic 2D axial CT images. The workflow did
not involve image processing with tumor segmentation or 3D models generation, similar to computer navigation tumor
surgery. MR technology is not yet clinically reported for extremity or pelvic tumors in orthopaedic oncology. However,
two preclinical studies using AR-based navigation on a tablet Personal Computer (PC) may give insights into its
potential.62,63 Two groups of surgeons performed simulated tumors and resections in pig pelvic or femur models,
using either AR-based navigation on a tablet PC or a conventional manual method. The mean deviation error of less
than 2mm in the bone resection margin suggested that AR assistance could help achieve the planned margin in a simpler
and less costly manner when compared with conventional navigation systems. However, the system only adopted
a simple CAD virtual resection template for AR-guided resection instead of medical images of the simulated bone
models.

In orthopaedic oncology, the role of emerging MR technology is not defined, and no respective platform is
commercially available. Currently, all reported orthopaedic studies tend to investigate the XR technology to work like

Table 1 Compares the Commercially Available Mixed Reality Head-Mounted Displays for Surgical Applications

HoloLens 2 Magic Leap One

Weight 566g 316g

Field of View (FoV) Angle 52° 50°

Resolution 2048 X 1080 (2K) 1280 X 960 (HD)

Refresh rate 60 Hz 120 Hz

Tethered No Yes

Autonomy (lithium-ion battery) 3 to 4 hours (depends on use case) 3 hours (depends on use case)

Software platform and interface ● Windows Holographic OS operating

system

● No motion controller is needed
● Can link with traditional Windows program

● Lumin OS operating system

● Need a motion controller for interaction

● Cannot link with traditional computer
program

Tracking/control options
Hand tracking

● Hand tracking that detects all fingers
position

● Controller not required

● Detect predefined gestural commands but does
not support tracking users’ fingers position in

space

● Controller required

Eye tracking Yes No

Interaction by touching objects,

pressing buttons or menus

Yes No

Voice recognition and control Yes No

Remote rendering Remote Collaboration Assistance (Microsoft
Dynamic 365 Guides)

Does not support

Platforms for clinical Application ● Support intraoperative use
● *ApoQlar, Medivis, Wright’s Blueprint MR

● Does not support intraoperative use
● **BrainLAB

Price USD $3500 USD $2295

Notes: *ApoQlar: https://apoqlar.com/; Medivis: https://www.medivis.com/; Wright’s Blueprint MR: https://www.shoulderblueprint.com/. **BrainLAB: https://www.brainlab.
com/surgery-products/overview-platform-products/mixed-reality-applications/mixed-reality-viewer/
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Table 2 Summarizes Studies Reporting Augmented Reality (AR)- or Mixed Reality (MR)-Guided Orthopaedic Surgery Using Head-
Mounted Displays (HMDs)

Authors,
Year

Study Type Indications HMD Number of
Patients

Scope Findings

Abe et al

201352
Preclinical

Sawbones &
prospective

clinical

Spine

(vertebroplasty)

Self-

developed,
customized

device

−40 spine
sawbones

-five patients

with

osteoporotic
spine fractures

A 3D guidance system

using AR for
percutaneous

vertebroplasty

-The system improved needle

insertion angle in both axial and
sagittal planes in spine sawbones

trial

-The error of ten needles
insertion in five patients was 2.09°

± 1.3° in the axial plane and 1.98°

± 1.8° in the sagittal plane.
-AR guidance technology can

become a useful assistive device

during spine surgeries requiring
percutaneous procedures.

Yoon et al
201731

Prospective
clinical

Spine (pedicle
screw

insertion)

Google
glass

Ten patients
with spinal

fusion

Technical feasibility and
safety of an

intraoperative head-up
display device during

spine instrumentation

-The placement time for 40
pedicle screws with HMD and 19

pedicle screws without HMD was
4.13 min versus 4.86min.

-79% of surgeons’ responses were

positive in the post-procedure
survey.

-The wearable head-up display

may benefit the workflow of spine
navigation surgery

Molina
et al

202053

Preclinical
Cadaver

Spine
(percutaneous

pedicle screw

insertion)

XVision
(Augmedics)

Five cadavers Precision and accuracy
analysis of AR-

mediated percutaneous

pedicle screw insertion

-Achieve clinical accuracy of 99.1%
in the percutaneous placement of

113 pedicle screws throughout

the thoracolumbar spine
-Technically feasible and accurate

method

Molina

et al

202154

Case report Spine (pedicle

screw

insertion)

Xvision

(Augmedics)

One patient

with

degenerative
lumbar spine

Clinical report of AR

navigation guided

pedicle screw insertion

-Achieve clinical accuracy of 100%

in six pedicle screws insertion at

lumbosacral spine
-Mean linear deviation of 2.07mm

and angular deviation of 2.41°

-Single Food and Drug
Administration approved AR

spinal navigation platform

Li et al

202155
Case series Spine (pedicle

screw

insertion)

Hololens 1 Seven patients

with lumbar

spine fractures

MR-assisted open

pedicle screws

insertion

−57 pedicle screws were safely
and precisely inserted without

intraoperative X-ray.
-The light of the operation lamps

affected surgeons viewing the

virtual objects
-Visual discomfort when viewing

virtual objects and the real

physical world.

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued).

Authors,
Year

Study Type Indications HMD Number of
Patients

Scope Findings

Wang et al

201642
Preclinical

Cadaver

Trauma

(percutaneous
sacroiliac screw

insertion)

nVisor ST

60

Six cadavers A pilot study of

percutaneous sacroiliac
screws insertion using

a novel AR-based

navigation system

-The mean deviation of 12 screws

insertion was 2.7±1.2 mm at the
bony entry point, 3.7±1.1 mm at

the screw tip

-The mean angular deviation was
2.9°±1.1°

-proof-of-concept as a valuable

assistive tool in percutaneous
sacroiliac screw insertion

Hiranka
et al

201756

Preclinical
sawbone

Trauma
(guidewire

insertion)

PicoLinker Five proximal
femur

sawbones

AR-assisted guide wire
insertion under

fluoroscopy

-The group with AR assistance
could improve accuracy, reduce

radiation exposure time, and the

total time of guide wire insertion.
-The HMD enabled surgeons to

keep their eyes on the operative

field.

Laguna

et al
202057

Retrospective

clinical

Trauma

(surgical
planning of

elbow fracture)

Hololens 1 Twelve patients Assess the AR

application for surgical
planning in

intraarticular elbow

fractures

-increased confidence in surgical

plan, hardware selection, and
hardware fit.

-Potentially save an average of 17.3

min in intraoperative time

Gregory

et al
202158

Preclinical

cadaver
Case report

Trauma

(percutaneous
scaphoid screw

fixation)

Hololens 1 Two cadavers

One patient

Report MR-assisted

percutaneous scaphoid
fixation: a new surgical

technique

-A proof-of-concept report that

the technique potentially
optimized the guidewire

placement with reduced

surgical time and radiation
exposure

-Need prior training on the

holograms’ interaction by hand
gestures for efficient performance

Liu et al
201859

Preclinical
sawbone

Arthroplasty Hololens 1 Proximal femur
sawbones

(three users’

groups, each
with ten trials)

AR-based navigation
for hip resurfacing

-A proof-of-concept study showed
that the position and direction

errors of guide hole drilling from

the preoperative plan were
around 2 mm and 2°

-interact with Hololens to control

the camera or robotic arm via
voice commands and gestures to

achieve a user-centered workflow

(Continued)
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an image-guided navigation system. However, no studies have systematically explored how the unique MR features, like
real-time interaction of holographic 3D models and remote connection with other colleagues, may impact the traditional
orthopaedic oncology practice. The potential applications may comprise:

Point of Care Surgical Planning and Procedures
Unlike the fixed directions of movement or rotation on manipulating 3D models with the mouse on a PC, MR technology
enhances surgeons’ experience through intuitive interaction with the virtual models by hands. Surgeons can view
holographic 3D models in their immediate environment, inside or outside the operating room, for the clinical point of
care. Surgeons can access and manipulate virtual models with hands-on sterile gloves as the operation proceeds. Instead
of relying on mental pictures projecting onto the patients’ anatomy, the technology facilitates surgical planning during
preoperative assessment and intraoperative implementation of tumor patients (Figure 7A–C). The natural MR setup with
headsets eliminates surgeons’ attention shifts with improved ergonomics as surgeons do not need to constantly shift their
views between the monitor and the operative field as in computer navigation surgery. Also, the handy setup may improve
operating room efficiency in contrast to the bulky facilities of the computer navigation system. No additional lead-time is
required in preparing the virtual models for surgical planning or procedures compared with the 3D-printed physical
models. The advantages may improve surgeons’ access to and adoption of the technology even in less complex tumor
cases.

Table 2 (Continued).

Authors,
Year

Study Type Indications HMD Number of
Patients

Scope Findings

Gregory

et al
201832

Case report Arthroplasty Hololens 1 One patient MR-guided reverse

shoulder arthroplasty

-surgeons can gain access to digital

patient’s data and interact with 3D
model holograms in real-time

during the procedure while

remaining sterile
-online interact with remote

colleagues for advice or warnings

during the procedure
-benefit orthopaedic surgical

training and education

Kriechling

et al

202160

Preclinical

sawbone

Arthroplasty Hololens 1 Ten 3D-printed

scapular

models based
on CT imaging

of ten cadavers

AR-assisted placement

of the base plate

component in reverse
shoulder arthroplasty

-The feasibility study showed that

the mean deviation of guide wires

placement was 2.7°± 1.3° and
2.3mm± 1.1 mm

-Promising new technology for

exact execution of surgical
planning in reverse shoulder

arthroplasty

Molina

et al

202161

Case report Tumor Xvision

(Augmedics)

One patient

with L1

chordoma

Wide tumor resection

using AR-assisted

navigation for lumbar
spondylectomy

osteotomies

-First clinical report of MR-guided

osteotomies in en-bloc resection

of a spinal tumor
-MR information at the surgical

field facilitated precise spinal

osteotomies and pedicle screws
insertion

-Both operators could visualize

MR information simultaneously
over the surgical field.
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Better Tumor Localization and Surgical Access
Direct overlay of the holographic models on the patients enables surgeons to directly “see through” the patients’ internal
anatomy while surgeons are still in contact with the physical environment. It helps surgeons understand the exact tumor’s
spatial localization underneath the skin (Figure 8A and B). Even with unfamiliar anatomy, a more precise skin incision

A B

Figure 8 (A) The holographic bone model was overlaid on the left hip region in a patient with a femoral head and neck giant cell tumor of bone. Surgeons could directly
“see-through” the internal patient’s anatomy, facilitating the precise skin marking for the surgical access (yellow arrows). It did not involve invasive placement of a patient’s
bone tracker. (B) shows the intraoperative picture of a patient with the right calcaneal chondrosarcoma. After surgical exposure of the calcaneal tumor, the surgeon overlaid
the holographic bone model onto the patient’s actual calcaneus. Together with the reference of the tumor information on the holographic MRI images, the surgeon marked
the osteotomy line (yellow arrow) and did the guided-osteotomy to preserve bone insertion of the Achilles tendon for better functional reconstruction.

B

A

C

Figure 7 Shows that the MR technology provides instant and on-demand critical medical information at the clinical point of care inside or outside the operating rooms for
surgical planning and intraoperative reference. (A) Implant information like screw dimensions for implant fixation in a patient with a pelvic giant cell tumor undergoing tumor
resection and 3D-printed custom pelvic prosthetic reconstruction. (B) The representative MRI images in a patient with a solitary T2 bone metastasis undergoing combined
anterior and posterior spinal tumor resection and instrumented fixation. (C) The surgical resection planning in PDF file format in a patient with a low-grade bone sarcoma of
the left tibia undergoing intercalary tumor resection under the assistance of a 3D-printed resection guide and reconstruction with a vascularized fibular graft transfer.
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and surgical access to the targeted tumor can be achieved. It may mitigate surgical invasiveness. No invasive tracker to
the patient’s bone is needed, as in computer navigation-guided surgery.

Real-Time and on-Demand 2D/3D Medical Information
Traditionally, surgeons have little access to patient data or other resources once surgery begins. The MR technology
potentially brings critical medical information into surgeons’ points of view in real-time and on-demand (Figure 4).
Remote collaborators can provide reference images, 3D models, operative or implant manuals, and other helpful
information to the surgeons’ physical space so that surgeons can make a timely decision while working heads-up and
hands-free on MR HMDs. It may increase the cleanliness of the operating rooms as traditional access to medical
information in printouts, or computer stations is not required. Remote expert surgeons can be contacted online for advice
in complex operative situations. It indirectly brings expertise to the operating room while the surgeons giving the advice
feel like they were in the operating room. The overall surgical time may be reduced with more efficient procedures and
improved workflow in the operating room.31 The Metaverse, a virtual 3D digital operating room, may be a new strategy
to facilitate surgeries and improve patient outcomes in the future.

Training and Education
Bone and soft tissue sarcoma can occur in various musculoskeletal regions with different sizes and involvement. Sarcoma
surgery to achieve a negative resection margin is challenging when the tumor involves complex anatomical structures or
nearby vital neurovascular structures. Due to the rarity of sarcoma, orthopaedic oncology surgeons may not gain vast
experience, and the relevant expertise often requires a long period of training. MR technology may help young surgeons
understand the tumors’ spatial anatomical structure relations and simulate the planned operations with different surgical
approaches and methods before the actual surgeries in the operation rooms.64 It may improve operating room workflow
and shorten the training period of orthopaedic tumor surgeons. By combining 3D printed models, MR technology was
applied to the simulation training of neurosurgical procedures, lateral ventriculocentesis,65 craniofacial procedures, and
endoscopic sinus surgery.66 The surgeons who received MR training models could achieve a higher success rate than
those who received conventional training. Telementoring is feasible as instructors can also supervise trainees via this MR
training model.67 Therefore, this new MR training approach may allow simulated, task-oriented surgical training in
a dedicated virtual environment. At the same time, surgeons still retain the visual and tactile feedback of the surgery with
3D-printed patient models and real-life surgical instruments in the real physical world. It has excellent potential in
orthopaedic oncology training.

Limitations and Challenges of MR in Orthopaedic Oncology
Although MR technology offers great promise in Orthopedic Oncology due to its ability at clinical point-of-care with
enhanced visualization of medical images, real-time on-demand provision of medical information, and remote assistance,
limitations of this emerging technology should be noted (Table 3). As the MR technology is still in the early development
stage, we anticipate great room for improvement and its role to be determined in future preclinical and clinical studies.
The concerns of the technology include the following.

Hardware
MR HMD has an optimal view distance and angle to view clear holograms. For example, HoloLens 2 (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) has a view distance of approximately 2m away from the users and a view angle of
52°. This frontal and non-vertical view angle may not be ideal for surgical procedures that require surgeons head-down to
view the operative fields. The optimal view distance is also unknown for different procedures in various regions. The
holographic application developers may design where surgeons’ eyes converge by placing content and holograms at
various depths for different surgical settings.

The bright ambient light of operative lamps reduces the view quality of holograms. An MR HMD with dynamic
dimming capability may be developed to work in varied lighting conditions in clinical settings. The low-end computer
processors in existing MR HMDs do not support advanced real-time rendering of 3D holograms like in PC. The hardware
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development may include advances in mobile batteries for prolonged use, simplified volume rendering of 3D models, and
developments in HMDs equipment such as cordless HMDs. The biggest problem with 3D holograms is the mismatch
between the virtual model and the real world. The current manual registration accuracy of the virtual holograms onto the
target actual patients’ anatomy is suboptimal to specific surgical tasks that require extreme precision. Studies are
necessary to determine if MR technology can improve the efficiency of the operating rooms and the patient’s surgical
outcomes. MR technology has been utilized during the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic to minimize staff
exposure to nosocomial infection and improve access to and quality of patient care.68 A standardized infection control
protocol of wearing the MR device with Personal Protection Equipment and device decontamination is mandatory.

Software
The current workflow of MR technology requires various software and processing steps, from the medical image
acquisition to the final MR applications. Surgeons, radiologists, and biomedical engineers may not be familiar with
the entire process of the new technology. An integrated unified software platform is crucial to seamless collaboration
among healthcare providers. A dedicated MR platform with an existing MR HMD is essential to investigate the
technology’s potential to address the limitations of using computer navigation or 3D printing in orthopaedic oncology.

Table 3 Compares the Mixed Reality Technology with Existing Computer Navigation and 3D Printing in Orthopaedic Oncology

Computer Navigation 3D Printing Mixed Reality

Interactivity Visual simulation Haptic experience Visual simulation with
interaction of holograms

Preoperative

● Surgical planning and simulation Same Same Same

● Post-planning preparation Registration planning in the

navigation system

3D print the physical models or

instruments

Create holographic

applications

Intraoperative

● Real-time image feedback Present Absent Present

● Attention shifts Present Absent Absent

● Image-to-patient registration Accurate Not applicable Inaccurate

Needs development

● Remote assistance Absent Absent Present

Other

● Clinical results Improve surgical accuracy with
better oncological results and

implant alignment in pelvic

bone sarcoma surgery

Can achieve similar surgical
accuracy as computer navigation

in preclinical studies but superior

clinical results are lacking

Absent

● Turnaround time Hours Days to weeks Minutes to hours

● Associated costs Navigation machine and

instruments

Machine operator

Software

3D printing machine

Printing materials

Software

MR headset

● Ease of use for end-users Difficult Easy Easy to difficult, depends on

the MR platform

● Discomfort for end-users None None Cyber sickness
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Also, the platform development should be led by clinical end-users of Orthopaedic Oncology so that the clinical
workflow integration can be addressed at the outset. A user-friendly interface with stepwise data input and automated
generation of the holographic application is preferable to reduce the lead-time in case preparation. Surgeons and
engineers should work together to customize the Holographic User Interface to facilitate surgical applications.
Machine learning algorithms to enhance the quality of the raw data of medical images can be explored to further
improve the quality of 3D models creation.69 As sensitive patient data may be shared electronically for patients’ clinical
care, appropriate information security and governance should be deployed according to the Information Technology
policy of the individual hospital of the country.68 To start new technologies, high costs and time-consuming staff training
can be problems.

Users’ Experience
Users may experience discomfort when using MR technology with HMDs. It may include temporary feelings of nausea,
motion sickness, dizziness, disorientation, headache, fatigue, eye strain, or dry eyes. In a study evaluating the simulation
sickness of 142 subjects who performed specific tasks with Microsoft HoloLens in three industries (aviation, medical, and
space), most users faced no symptoms while only a few experienced minimal discomforts.70 With the advent of new MR
HMDs, users’ discomfort may be further reduced. For introducing any new technology, the steep learning curve is
a concern. Also, inexperienced users may be unable to cope with system failures during surgery. It has been shown that
tumor surgeons could achieve less computer navigation procedure time after gaining more experience in the procedures.22

Therefore, the initial learning curve may not hinder the MR technology’s popularity in orthopaedic oncology.
As MR technology is still in its early stage, the data on users’ workloads due to the learning curve and the extent of

discomfort caused by wearing the HMDs for extended periods is limited. The Surgical Task Load Index to ascertain the
workload associated with MR technology has to be investigated. It can be evaluated with a validated questionnaire, such as
the System Usability score or the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index (NASA-TLX).

Clinical Evidence
Preclinical and clinical studies about MR applications are limited to support its routine use. It remains to be determined if
the potential benefits of MR technology can translate into better clinical results in orthopaedic oncology. The initial
workflow of image acquisition, processing, and virtual CAD surgical simulation in MR technology is essentially the
same as in computer navigation21 and 3D printing.26 Studies may focus on the unique features of MR technology. It may
include the use of cinematic-rendered versus CAD models in virtual surgical planning; virtual navigation planning on PC
or surgical planning with 3D-printed models versus MR planning with HMDs; and the role of clinical point-of-care with
remote assistance. The current technology does not support MR-guided bone resection with equivalent bone target
accuracy as computer navigation and 3D printing. Accurate holograms-to-patient registration and tools tracking in the
MR setting should be developed and tested in preclinical studies. Before being widely adaptable in orthopedic oncology,
careful clinical research of MR technology is required to prove its safety, clinical effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness.
MR technology may even integrate computer navigation and 3D printing surgery into the existing clinical workflow for
orthopaedic tumors with varying complexity.

Conclusion
The emerging MR technology is disruptive to traditional visualizing and real-time sharing of digital medical information
in surgical practice. It adds a new dimension to digital assistive tools with a more accessible and less costly alternative
in orthopaedic oncology that may address the limitations of the existing computer navigation and 3D printing
techniques. The unique MR features of enhanced medical images visualization and interaction with holograms allow
surgeons real-time and on-demand medical information and remote assistance in their immediate working environment.
The MR HMD and hand-free control may achieve clinical point-of-care inside or outside the operating room and
potentially improve service efficiency and patients’ safety. MR and other computer-assisted technology are comple-
mentary and not mutually exclusive for the same surgical goals. Therefore, utilization and integration of MR technology
into the existing computer-assisted workflow may be a critical component for building the next generation of
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orthopaedic oncology tools. However, the absence of an accurate hologram-to-patient registration method, an MR
platform dedicated to orthopaedic oncology, and a lack of clinical results may hinder the wide adoption of the
technology. Industry-academic partnerships are essential to advance the technology with its clinical role determined
through future clinical studies.
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